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1st March 2021 

NASMA CELEBRATES NATIONAL STUDENT MONEY WEEK SUCCESS 
 

As February draws to a close, so does NASMA’s 2021 National Student Money Week, so what better time to 
reflect on everyone’s hard work. Like everything in life over the past year, National Student Money Week hasn’t 
been exempt from the impact the pandemic continues to have on our sector. Thriving on campus activities have 
been replaced by social media campaigns and webinars - posters and pull up banners by new digital 
communications plans.  
 
Despite the day-to-day challenges faced by our membership I am proud to have seen so many continue to value 
the importance of National Student Money Week, and to deliver this vital campaign to students across the 
country. The buzz on social media has been exciting to see and NASMA’s Twitter account has been excitedly 
reposting and sharing this best practice. 
 
We tried something new this year by delivering a month of Money Weeks, recognising the diversity within the 
sector and giving more flexibility for members to schedule and plan a campaign to best suit the needs of individual 
student bodies. The theme – Expect the Unexpected – could not have been more fitting and it has been great to 
see how members have interpreted and developed this in order to reach as many students as possible and 
encourage the development of financial capability and resiliency skills that will stand them in good stead long 
into their future. 

We are delighted that NSMW21 was supported by Blackbullion for a third year, and would like to thank them, 
and their partner Barclays, for providing the comprehensive resources that have been used by thousands of 
students throughout the campaign.  
 
Our thanks are also extended to Money Advice Scotland who, alongside their comprehensive schedule of financial 
capability training, created a bespoke webinar series for Scottish students, in keeping with the National Student 
Money Week 2021 theme. 

We would also like to recognise those members who design and produce their own resources for National 
Student Money Week and are working towards creating a platform to more formally share this type of best 
practice within the membership, so please do watch this space. 

Special thanks are also extended to the SAAS Funding Awareness Team who not only delivered several interactive 
sessions, but also shared ideas for how an agency like SAAS could support future Money Weeks, helping us to 
consider how we continue to develop the campaign for the future. 

Last, but by no means least, I would like to extend thanks to the wider membership, and the staff in the NASMA 
Office, for helping keep National Student Money Week on the map, and rising to the challenges brought by the 
pandemic. 
 
Best wishes, 

Kellie McAlonan 
Chair 
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